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ABSTRACT

The analysis of theory-confirmation generally takes the form: show that a theory in con-

junction with physical data and auxiliary hypotheses yield a prediction about phenomena;

verify the prediction; provide a quantitative measure of the degree of theory-confirmation

this yields. The issue of confirmation for an entire framework (e.g., Newtonian mechanics

en bloc, as opposed, say, to Newton’s theory of gravitation) either does not arise, or is

dismissed in so far as frameworks are thought not to be the kind of thing that admits

scientific confirmation. I argue that there is another form of scientific reasoning that has

not received philosophical attention, what I call Newtonian abduction, that does provide

confirmation for frameworks as a whole, and does so in two novel ways. (In particular,

Newtonian abduction is not IBE, but rather is much closer to Peirce’s original explica-

tion of the idea of abduction.) I further argue that Newtonian abduction is at least as

important a form of reasoning in science as the deductive form sketched above. The form

is beautifully summed up by Maxwell (1876): “The true method of physical reasoning is

to begin with the phenomena and to deduce the forces from them by a direct application

of the equations of motion.”
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Framework Confirmation by Newtonian Abduction

For the whole difficulty of [natural] philosophy seems to be to discover the forces of

nature from the phenomena of motions and then to demonstrate the other phenomena

from these forces.

Newton

Principia, “Preface”

1 Types of Reasoning in Science

In so far as one can identify something like a “standard view” in the philosophical debates over a

broad and vague topic like confirmation, and in so far as one can make precise the distinction between

frameworks and theories, it is the standard view in the philosophical community that frameworks

are such things as not to admit confirmation. Friedman (2001), for instance, in his influential

discussion of frameworks and how what he calls their relativized a priori principles allow theory to

make substantive contact with experimental data, explicitly argues that frameworks, based on the

foundational roles they play in evidentiary reasoning, cannot admit confirmation in any standard

sense on pain of circularity. Based on his view of the role frameworks play in grounding the meaning

of terms in theories and the possibility of applying theories to reason about phenomena, Carnap

(1956) was at pains to emphasize that the choice of framework is just that, a choice, a practical

action and not the assertion of a proposition whose possible truth-value or doxastic support can be

evaluated in rationally principled ways. Kuhn (1996) is perhaps the locus classicus of such a view,

with his extravagant claim of the fundamental and incorrigible irrationality in the acceptance and

use of a framework (or “paradigm”).

In this paper, I argue to the contrary. There is a form of scientific reasoning that has not

received philosophical attention, which I call Newtonian abduction, whose successful application

provides direct and strong confirmatory support for frameworks as a whole, not just for theories

that one may formulate in the context of the framework. The two forms of confirmation that accrue

to it, what I call structural confirmation and modal confirmation, have not to my knowledge been

characterized in the literature, and are of interest in themselves.

Above and beyond its role in confirmation of frameworks, moreover, I claim this form of reasoning

lies at the heart of many of the most important advances in physics since the time of Newton. A

detailed defense of that claim is beyond the scope of this paper, but I hope that my explication

of it and the examples I adduce and discuss will go a long way towards making that case. In any

event, my discussion will show that it is an important and fundamental form of reasoning in physics

that is logically, conceptually and methodologically distinct from hypothetico-deductive reasoning,

inductive reasoning, and inference to the best explanation. As such it deserves investigation by

philosophers of science, and one can reasonably expect such investigation to offer new illumination

on many important problems besides confirmation, such as the nature of scientific explanation and

understanding, the character of evidential relations and the kinds of epistemic warrant evidence may
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provide for theoretical claims, the way that theory and experiment make contact with each other in

general, a variety of inter-theoretic relations such as reduction and emergence, and so on.

The standard form of confirmation most treated in the literature is, in effect, that characterized

by the following schema:

1. theory + auxiliary hypotheses + initial conditions =⇒ prediction

2. verify prediction

3. apply qualitative or quantitative measure of degree of confirmation

Of course, there are many substantive differences among the many different approaches to the

study of confirmation (Earman and Salmon 1992; Norton 2005), but for my purposes using this

schema as representative of the primary ones suffices. As the basis for philosophical reasoning about

confirmation, the schema is not wrong so far as it goes—but it goes only so far. It does not capture

Newtonian abduction.

Roughly speaking, Newtonian abduction is the derivation of the equations of motion, within a

framework, of a particular type of physical system, based on a given class of evolutions that type

of system may manifest: given a framework and a class of possible physical evolutions of a type of

system, one abducts from these the theory of that type of system as formulated in the framework.

Abduction shows the framework to be capable of accounting for phenomena by providing generic

forms of equations of motion based on observed phenomena, from which further specific predictions

can be derived.1 It therefore, in a sense, when available, grounds the standard form of confirmation

based on deductive reasoning, as adumbrated in the schema.

Before going any further, I must emphasize that Newtonian abduction has nothing to do with

inference to the best explanation, which is these days often referred to as ‘abduction’. Although

the possibility of confusion is not negligible, I like the name ‘Newtonian abduction’ for the type of

reasoning I characterize for two reasons. First, it was, to the best of my knowledge, first and most

consistently and powerfully deployed by Newton. Second, it corresponds closely in logical form to

Peirce’s (1878; 1903) notion of abduction.2

The rest of the paper is as follows. In §2, I characterize what I mean by a framework. In

§3, I characterize Newtonian abduction as a form of reasoning within frameworks, and discuss its

salient logical and conceptual features. In §4, I sketch the way that successful Newtonian abduction

1. I will speak of “equations of motion” in this paper, but it should be understood that what I say applies also

to field equations, and indeed to any mathematical relations and physical principles a framework or theory posits as

governing and constraining the behavior of the types of physical system it treats.

2. It seems to be the case that many if not most contemporary philosophers believe that Peirce’s notion of abduction

is in fact inference to the best explanation. That is wrong. An attentive reading of Peirce shows that his notion of

abduction is nothing like contemporary conceptions of inference to the best explanation, and that neither did he ever

champion any such idea. Detailed exegesis to demonstrate this is beyond the scope of this paper. I will only invite

the reader to read Peirce (1878a) and Peirce (1903) with an unbiased eye, and note that nowhere does Peirce use the

“goodness” of the hypothesis as grounds for asserting it based on the evidence. He certainly expected that one would,

in the natural course of events, evaluate the goodness of the hypothesis once one had produced it by abduction, but

the goodness of the hypothesis plays no role for him in its production by abductive reasoning.
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lends direct and immediate confirmatory support to frameworks, and characterize the kinds of

confirmation that accrue to it. I conclude in §5 by arguing against a possible objection to the claim

that Newtonian abduction lends confirmatory support to the framework itself, and by discussing the

relation of Newtonian abduction to the idea of understanding in science; I also briefly discuss the

disconfirmation of frameworks.

2 Frameworks

In this section, I explain what I mean by ‘framework’. I neither promise nor threaten you with

anything near a complete, precise definition. For my purposes here, it suffices to provide only a

rough characterization sketched in broad strokes.

A framework is a system that allows one to formulate propositions and affirm them in principled

ways based on evidence gathered according to good principles and applied as evidence based on

good principles. So far, that does not differentiate it from a theory. It is so differentiated by the

fact that some of the propositions it allows one to formulate are themselves theories.3 A theory

in this sense is a system that allows for the unified representation and modeling of a particular

kind of physical system so as to render that kind amenable to investigation by scientific reasoning

and practices of all forms. A particular kind of physical system is one such that all individuals

falling under the kind bear the same physical quantities whose properties are characterized by and

whose behavior is governed by the same set of equations of motion and collateral mathematical

relations, such as kinematical constraints (Curiel 2017a). A theory in my sense also includes such

things as accounts of experimental devices appropriate for the relevant kind of physical system,

good practices for employing them, sound techniques for the collection of raw data and statistical

and other analysis and organization of the same, reliable methods of approximative and heuristic

reasoning for constructing models and solving equations, and guidelines for determining whether a

system of the given kind is in a state and experiencing interactions with its environment such as to

be jointly amenable to appropriate and adequate representation by the theory (viz., whether or not

the system falls into the theory’s regime of adequacy), and so on.4 These ideas are for my purposes

3. My conception of a framework is in many ways similar to, and indeed inspired by, Carnap’s conception of a

linguistic framework (Carnap 1956), particularly in the way that a framework in both senses serves to define a fixed

sense of physical possibility relevant to the kinds of system the framework treats. Carnap’s conception is too broad

and vague, however, to do the work I require of it. Stein (1992) provides an insightful and illimunating, albeit brief,

discussion of the differences between a Carnapian framework in the original sense and a framework in the sense of

a structure in theoretical physics of the type I am sketching here. Lakatos (1970) has some affinity with the gist

of this view, in particular his notion of the “hard core” of “research programs”, though, again, the differences in

detail outweigh the similarities. There is perhaps more affinity with the “research traditions” of Laudan (1977), in

so far as different ones can share and swap important methodological and theoretical principles, as can happen with

frameworks in my sense. A discussion of these comparisons is beyond the scope of this paper.

4. It is also characteristic of an appropriately unified kind of physical system, one treated by a theory in my

sense, that there exist a set of scales at each of which all quantities the theory attributes to the kind of system

simultaneously lose definition, as does not happen with the entirety of the family of all types of physical system

treated by a framework. In other words, every theory has a single, unified regime of adequacy, bounded on all sides by
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adequately clarified by examples.

Newtonian mechanics, the heart of which is embodied in the definitions and the three laws Newton

lays out in his Principia, is a framework. Newton’s Second Law in the abstract is not the equation

of motion of any particular kind of physical system. It is rather the template that any equation

of motion for any particular kind of system treated by the framework must instantiate. Newton’s

theory of gravity is a theory formulated in the framework of Newtonian mechanics. It treats that

kind of physical system characterized, inter alia, by the possession of inertial mass, of gravitational

mass, of spatial position, and of a velocity expressible as the temporal derivative of spatial position,

such that its dynamical evolution is governed by Newton’s gravitational force law. Navier-Stokes

theory, the classical theory of thermoconducive, viscöelastic fluids, is another theory formulated

in the framework of Newtonian mechanics. It treats that kind of physical system characterized,

inter alia, by the possession of inertial mass, shear viscosity, bulk viscosity, thermal conductivity,

fluid velocity, heat flux, pressure, and shear-stress, all satisfying among themselves fixed relations of

constraint (e.g., that heat flux is always orthogonal to fluid flow), and whose dynamical evolution

is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations.5 One can also formulate Navier-Stokes theory in the

framework of Lagrangian mechanics. On the conception I put forward here, special relativity is a

framework, and one can formulate in it the theory of classical Maxwell fields, as well as the theory

of the mechanics of relativistic point-particles. Non-relativistic quantum mechanics is a framework,

within which one can formulate the atomic theory of elements of low atomic weight. Quantum

field theory is a framework within which one can formulate the theory of quantum electrodynamics.

Somewhat more controversially, I suspect, according to my view general relativity is a framework

within which one can formulate theories of dust, fluids, Maxwell fields, Dirac fields, and so on.6

My analysis and arguments will need further distinctions with regard to “level” of theoretical

representation, so it will be useful to characterize them by laying down terminology. The template

in a framework for equations of motion and other mathematical relations I call abstract. Canonical

examples are Newton’s Second Law, the Schrödinger equation in non-relativistic quantum mechanics,

and so on. Structure and entities at the highest level of a theory formulated in a given framework

I will call generic. In particular, generic structure has no definite values for those quantities that

appear as constants in the theory’s equations of motion and other mathematical relations. The

scales characterized by the values of different combinations of its physical quantities. For classical fluids, for example,

the definitions of their pressure, fluid flow, viscosity, and all the rest break down at spatial and temporal scales a few

orders of magnitude greater than those of the mean free-path of the fluid’s constituent particles. There is no a priori

reason why the definitions of all the different physical quantities represented by the theory should fail at the same

characteristic scale, even though, in fact, those of all known examples do, not only for theories of classical fluids but for

all physical theories we have. This seems, indeed, to be one of the markers of a physical theory, the existence of a set

of characteristic scales for its physical quantities, at each of which all the theory’s physical quantities simultaneously

lose definition. This is a fact that deserves philosophical investigation. I discuss this in more detail in Curiel (2017c),

but with no pretense of even touching on all the interesting questions this fact raises.

5. See Curiel (2017c) for a deeper and more extensive discussion of Navier-Stokes theory with regard to the issues

I discuss here.

6. I argue for the claim that general relativity is a framework in this sense, and not a theory, in Curiel (2017d).

Nothing in the paper hinges on the claim, so if you object to it, let it go.
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symbol ‘k’ appearing in the generic equations of motion of an elastic spring modeled as a simple

harmonic oscillator, ẍ = − k
mx, denotes Hooke’s constant (the coefficient of proportionality of a force

applied to the spring and the resulting diplacement from its equilibrium position), but possesses no

fixed value, and the same for the mass m. It is important to keep in mind, however, that all these

formal representations of physical quantities do have determinate physical dimensions, for Hooke’s

constant, e.g.,
m

t2
. Otherwise, one could not say that these are the generic equations of motion for,

say, a spring rather than a pendulum or oscillating string or electric circuit or any other type of

system whose dynamical evolution is governed by the equations of motion for a simple harmonic

oscillator.

One can, in the same way, write down generic solutions to the generic equations of motion; these

are formal representations of the dynamically possible evolutions such systems can manifest. One

generic solution to the equations of motion of an elastic spring is x(t) = cos(
√

k
m t), where one may

think of ‘k’ and ‘m’ as dummy variables, not determinate real numbers. Generic structure defines a

genus of physical system, all those types of physical system the theory appropriately and adequately

treats.

One obtains specific structure by fixing the values of all such constants in generic structure,

say m = 1 and k = 5 (in some system of units) for the elastic spring. This defines a species of

physical system of that genus, all springs with those values for mass and Hooke’s constant.7 One

now has a determinate space of states for systems of that species, and a determinate family of

dynamically possible evolutions, viz., the solutions to the specific equations of motion, represented

by a distinguished family of paths on the space of states. A path in this family is an individual

model (or individual solution) of the specific equations of motion; one common way of fixing an

individual model is by fixing definite initial conditions for the specific equations of motion. An

individual model, as the name suggests, represents a unique physical system of the species, that

whose dynamical quantities satisfy the initial conditions. In the case of the spring, that may mean

the unique one whose position and momentum at a given time have the values given by the initial

conditions.8

Finally, I call a concrete model a collection of experimentally or observationally gathered results

structured and interpreted in such a way as to allow identification with an individual model. If I

7. One can as well consider mixed systems, with, say, a fixed value for mass but indeterminate value for Hooke’s

constant. These raise interesting questions, but they are beside the point here, so I ignore them.

8. I have deliberately taken my terminology from biological taxonomy, inspired by the remark of Peirce (1878b,

p. 143):

Now, the naturalists are the great builders of conceptions; there is no other branch of science where so

much of this work is done as in theirs; and we must, to great measure, take them for our teachers in this

important part of logic.

There is much of insightful relevance in the lead-up to this remark, about how one individuates and characterizes

genera and species of physical systems in my sense, which it would be illuminating to discuss, but it would take us too

far afield. (See Curiel 2016 and Curiel 2017b for detailed discussion of the issue.) I am tempted to describe structure

at the level of a framework as phylar, and to call the family of all physical systems treated by a framework a phylum—

and so all physical systems would fall under the kingdom of physics—but I suspect it would just be distracting to the

reader.
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continually measure the position and momentum of a spring with known values for m and k for an

interval of time equal to its period of oscillation and graph the results, I will produce a curve that

is relevantly isomorphic to exactly one dynamically possible evolution on the space of states used to

represent that species of spring. Kepler’s organization and structuring of the planetary ephemerides

into parametrized ellipses satisfying the Area Law and the Harmonic Law is an example that I

will rely on in some detail in the next section. I will sometimes also refer to a concrete model

as structured data or phenomena. There are many fascinating and deep problems associated with

characterizing the ways that experimental and observational results can be appropriately transformed

into structured data, but I put them aside for my purposes here.

3 Abduction

I can now give a somewhat precise definition: Newtonian abduction is the demonstration that a

theory (generic equations of motion) in a framework is logically equivalent to a concrete model of

a system appropriately treated by it. It is the use of observed dynamical evolutions of concrete

physical systems to derive from an abstract framework, such as Newtonian mechanics, the form of

equations of motion for systems of the given genus, such as Newton’s gravitational law. It has the

logical form

framework⇒ (phenomena⇔ generic equations of motion) (3.1)

where the arrows represent a relation of logical entailment. All Newtonian abduction of the type

of primary interest here is of this particular form, involving a framework, phenomena, and generic

equations of motion.9 It derives something that is in a sense “logically intermediate” between the

other two terms in the formula, abstract framework and concrete models, intermediate in the sense

that one standardly thinks of the framework as “implying” the generic equations of motion, and

then the generic equations of motion as implying the individual models, which one then identifies

with the concrete models. I will from hereon sometimes speak simply of ‘abduction’ or ‘abductive

reasoning’ and ‘abductive propositions’; unless explicitly stated otherwise, it should be understood

that I mean Newtonian abduction.10

Contrast this with deduction and induction. A common form of the former is: the derivation of

an individual model from specific equations of motion, auxiliary hypotheses, and initial conditions.

9. There are other types of Newtonian abduction, involving for example the derivation of specific equations of

motion from generic equations of motion and phenomena. One can, for instance, determine the ratio of Hooke’s

constant to the mass of a spring from a concrete dynamical evolution in conjunction with the generic equations of

motion for a simple harmonic oscillator. This is a simple-minded example of what Harper (2011) and Smith (2014) call

theory-mediated measurement. More substantive examples are the determination of the relative masses of the planets

in Newton’s derivation of universal gravity and the determination of ω in Brans-Dicke theory by Shapiro time-delay

(Harper 2011). In these cases, the logical form of the reasoning is the same as in Newtonian abduction. The difference

is in the contents of the terms in the formula: the antecedent is the theory (e.g., Newtonian gravitational theory), not

the framework; the lefthand side of the biconditional is still the phenomena; but the righthand side are the values of

the parameters being determined. I discuss this further in §4.

10. The abductive proposition has the form of what Carnap (1936, pp. 441ff.) called a conditional definition. I

discuss the import of this below in §4.
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Its logical form is

(specific equations of motion) & (initial conditions) & (auxiliary hypotheses)⇒ phenomena (3.2)

Indeed, this typifies what in philosophy standardly goes by the name of hypothetico-deductive (HD)

reasoning. I will often use ‘HD’ as shorthand for all kinds of deductive reasoning more or less

conforming to this schema.11 A common form of induction is: the construction of specific equations

of motion based on many concrete models. An example will help illustrate the differences among

the three, as well as illuminating perhaps the most important feature of Newtonian abduction, viz.,

that the derivation is a logical entailment of a particular form, as with deduction but not induction.

In one of the most important steps in his argument in Principia for universal gravitation, Newton

showed in Book iii that the magnitude of the force acting on the planets in their orbits about the sun

must be proportional to the squared inverse of the distance of the planet from the sun, and that the

direction along which the force acts must lie along the line connecting the centers of the planet and

the sun, pointing towards the sun. To do this, he first proved in the abstract framework of the system

of dynamics he had developed, as consequences of his Laws of Motion, that a system of bodies in

circular orbits about the same central body whose orbits manifest a certain set of fixed relations both

individually and among themselves (Kepler’s Area and Harmonic Laws) must all experience a force

obeying an inverse-square law directed towards the central body.12 This was a purely mathematical

proposition, forming part of the abstract structure of the framework. He then noted, based on the

concrete models of the planetary orbits constructed à la Kepler from the best available astronomical

observations of the day, that the essentially circular orbits of the planets about the sun manifested

both individually and among themselves the relevant relations. He concluded that they experienced

a force directed towards the sun, obeying an inverse-square law. In other words, using the resources

of his abstract framework he abducted the generic form of the system’s equations of motion from

their known concrete dynamical evolutions.13

In the derivation, Newton did not use Proposition i, Book i, which says that a centripetal force

implies the Area Law, to conclude that the force on the planets was always directed along the line

joining the center of the planet to that of the sun; that would have been classic HD reasoning. He

rather uses Proposition ii, Book i, which says that the Area Law implies a centripetal force of the

right kind. He then invokes the fact that the concrete planetary models satisfy Kepler’s Harmonic

11. I do not claim that all non-abductive forms of deductive reasoning in science are HD; because details of difference

in their form do not matter for my purposes, I ignore them.

12. The Area Law states that a planet in its orbit around the sun sweeps out equal areas in equal times, the area

swept out being that of the region through which the line from the planet to the sun moves. (In modern terms, this

is equivalent to the conservation of angular momentum.) The Harmonic Law states that, given the elliptical form of

the orbits, the ratio of the square of the orbital period to the cube of the semi-major axis is the same for all planets.

13. There are several subtleties of the derivation I gloss over, such as his use of Corollaries vi and vii to Proposition iv

in Book i, which are propositions for concentric circles, not ellipses as he knew the planetary orbits to be. The use

of those propositions was justified, however, as, at the apsides of the orbits, the radial and tangential components

of the velocities are the same for circular and elliptical orbits, and that is all that is required for his application of

the corollaries. See Stein (1990) and Stein (1994, pp. 639ff.) for more detailed discussion of the logical structure of

Newton’s reasoning, and exposition and explanation of those sorts of subtleties.
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Law to deduce that the gravitational force between celestial bodies varies as the inverse of the square

of the distance between them, based on Corollary vi of Proposition iv, Book i. Similarly, he does

not use the converse, that an inverse-square force implies the Harmonic Law, which is a theorem as

well (proven in the same corollary), to argue for the inverse-square form of the force. Again, that

would have been HD reasoning.

That the planets obey the Area and Harmonic Laws were propositions derived from the Keplerian

structuring of the direct astronomical observation of the planets’ positions over time; that fact, in

conjunction with the Newtonian framework (the Laws of Motion), implied part of the form of the

generic equations of motion (the force), that it be centripetal, directed towards the Sun, and vary

as the inverse-square of the distance. The argument that the force is proportional to the product of

the masses follows similar reasoning. Newton made use of Proposition i, Book i, that the centripetal

form of the force implies the Area Law, and that part of Corollary vi to Proposition iv, Book i,

showing that the inverse-square form of the force implies the Harmonic Law, only after the derivation

of universal gravity was complete, starting at Proposition xiii, Book iii, with what he referred to

as an “a priori” deduction of the motions of the celestial bodies starting from the “principles”

of his framework, i.e., the generic equations of motion derived in the abductive argument. This

explicitly shows that the logical form of the relations among the framework, the phenomena, and

the generic equations of motion is that of Newtonian abduction: a conditional with the framework

as the antecedent, and a biconditional between the phenomena and the generic equations of motion

as the consequent, conforming to formula (3.1). This is not ampliative reasoning in the sense that

induction is. It is logical entailment.14

Newtonian abduction is thus the explicit integration of abstract theory and concrete experiment

in such a way as to produce theories guaranteed to be adequate and appropriate in all ways, including

predictive accuracy, for treating the phenomena used in the abduction, at least up to the margin

of error of the concrete models. In order to extend the scope of the theory to show its adequacy

and propriety for other physical systems one has reason to think are of the same genus, one must

perform further reasoning, either of the abductive or HD type. This is exactly what Newton did in

the remainder of Book iii, using abductive reasoning to show that comets and other celestial bodies

also obeyed the generic equations of motion of Newtonian gravitational theory (following from the

approximately parabolic form of their orbits), and the same for terrestrial systems as well (free fall,

the motion of pendulums, and so on).

It should be clear that Newtonian abduction works as logical entailment only because I have put

into the framework from the start all the practices and principles that allow one to meaningfully

bring theory and experiment into contact with each other so that the former may be used to interpret

the latter, and the latter may be used to constrain the former, i.e., so that data may be structured

in such a way as to be directly comparable with, and even identified with, solutions to the equations

of motion (i.e., the identification of concrete with individual models). This will include, inter alia:

14. It would be an interesting project to characterize the necessary and sufficient conditions on the structures

(topological, algebraic, geometric, etc.) a framework imposes on its family of theories in order for the framework to

support Newtonian abduction.
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• mathematical structure, relations and formulæ in addition to the abstract equations of motion

(e.g., in Newtonian mechanics that ~v =df ~̇x, that mass is additive, that spacetime has a flat

affine structure, and so on);

• standards of good argumentation (accepted approximative techniques for solving equations,

sound heuristics for informal arguments, and so on);

• families of accepted experimental and observational practices for systems of different genera;

• rules for connecting experimental outcomes with formal propositions (semantics, pragmatics,

principles of representation, construction of concrete models from raw observations, rules for

reckoning expected experimental precision and error, and so on);

• rules of evidential warrant (what can be evidence, how to apply it, reckoning of error tolerance,

and so on);

• and guidelines for judging the legitimacy of proposed modifications, extensions, and restrictions

of all these.

In other words, the framework includes all physical and methodological principles and practices re-

quired to bring theory and experiment into substantive, fruitful contact.15 Otherwise the entailment

of the biconditional would not be valid. Most of this will be difficult if not impossible to articulate

and record in an exhaustive and precise way, so as to lend itself to use in formal philosophical in-

vestigations. We must trust that all such collateral principles and practices are there, and can be,

now and again, each more or less precisely articulated as the occasion demands. The same holds

true, however, for formal reconstructions of all forms of reasoning in science (e.g., the ‘auxiliary

hypotheses’ of HD, which always hide a multitude of philosophical sins.)

Does all this make the idea of a framework too vague? We simply throw in everything that will

“make the abduction work”? Is it, e.g., a methodological principle of Newtonian mechanics that one

prefer a single law (inverse-square) for all the planets, rather than, perhaps,
1

r2.0000001612
for Mercury,

the figure one arrives at by using the Precession Theorem (explained below) on the most accurate

data we have for Mercury’s orbit?16 To do the same to account for the Moon’s motion around the

Earth, again based on the Precession Theorem, would yield a force proportional to
1

r2.0000001057031
,

as shown by the analysis of Brown (1904), of the Hill-Brown lunar theory. (See Wilson 2004 for

discussion.) And one would then go on to choose a slightly different force law for attraction to each

individual planet, and for the attraction of each comet to the sun, and so on. All such laws could be

derived by abductive reasoning in the framework of Newtonian mechanics. Choosing those multiple

15. On this view, the entirety of a framework is a dynamic entity, evolving over time as new theoretical and experi-

mental techniques and practices are developed and accepted, and so theories themselves will be as well. I think this

is the right way to think about these matters for many if not most purposes in those parts of philosophy of science

studying scientific theories. The contemporary practice of treating theories as static, fixed entities, especially in work

of a more technical and formal character, can lead to serious philosophical error. An adequate semantics of a theory,

for instance, should reflect and accommodate its dynamic nature.

16. See Hall (1894) for the initial proposal of this, and, e.g., Newcomb (1895; 1911) for further championing of the

idea.
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force laws, of course, would eo ipso be to treat Newtonian gravitational theory as disconfirmed. But

there are methodological principles in the Newtonian framework, explicitly in this case, that tell

us to prefer the single law for all planets, and indeed for all gravitating bodies: Newton’s Rules of

Reasoning in Natural Philosophy (S. I. Newton 1726, Book iii), specifically Rules ii and iv, which

he invokes in the argument in Book iii for universal gravitation:

Rule II “[T]o the same natural effects we must, as far as possible, assign the same causes.”

Rule IV “In experimental philosophy we are to look upon propositions inferred by general induction

from phenomena as accurately or very nearly true, notwithstanding any contrary hypotheses

that may be imagined, till such time as other phenomena occur, by which they may either be

made more accurate, or liable to exceptions.”

The argument that these Rules imply, or at least militate in favor of, a preference for a single force

law is subtle and involved, and beyond the scope of this paper.17

The Precession Theorem (Principia, Proposition xlv, Book i, and its corollaries) and the use

Newton and later investigators put it to display the great power of Newtonian abduction as a form

of reasoning, allowing one to draw conclusions much stronger and more robust in several ways than

any HD or inductive reasoning can support. The Precession Theorem, in essence, says that, if a

body is in nearly circular orbit around a central body, and its perihelion precesses, then the rate of

precession measures the difference between an inverse-square force law and the force law governing

the orbit. If such an orbit has no precession, it obeys an exact inverse-square law. If an orbit

has small precession, then the force law will be of the form
1

r2+ε
, for some small ε proportional to

the amount of precession. All the planetary orbits are, in the precise sense Newton defines, nearly

circular and exhibit small precession. Based on the best observational data, Newton knew that the

orbit of no planet is exactly a closed curve. By calculating the expected perturbative gravitational

influences of the other planets (primarily Jupiter) on the orbit of each planet, he showed that

the precessions would be negligible (on the order of arcminutes per century), and so abductively

concluded from the Precession Theorem that this provided further evidence for the inverse-square

law (Book iii, Propositions xiii and xiv).18 The only exceptions to this are the perturbative effect

Jupiter and Saturn have on each other when they are close to conjunction, and the irregularities in

the moon’s motion (e.g., librations arising from precession) caused by the non-negligible combined

effects on it of the oceans’ tides and the Sun. Again, he was able to show by abductive argument

based on the Precession Theorem that more finely detailed concrete models of the orbits, including

the irregularities from perturbations, yield the inverse-square force law (Book iii, Propositions xiii,

xvii, and xxii).

17. That Newton uses the term ‘general induction’ in Rule iv has no bearing on my arguments. The word ‘abduction’

did not exist then, and, in any event, as is made clear by Newton’s gloss on the rule following its statement, Newton

is using ‘general induction’ to refer, among other things, to the pattern of reasoning he employs in deriving his theory

of universal gravity, which I claim is in fact Newtonian abduction.

18. More precisely, he used Proposition lxvi and its corollaries (Book i), which are themselves derived from the

Precession Theorem. The content of the Precession Theorem itself carries the burden of the argument.
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Le Verrier (1845) subsequently improved on Newton’s reasoning. Using more accurate data and

more detailed perturbative models of the effects of other planets’ gravitation on a given planet’s or-

bit, he showed that subtracting the effective perturbative forces would yield closed orbits for all the

planets (within the bounds of error for the available data), thus giving even stronger confirmation

of the inverse-square law by abduction based on the Precession Theorem.19 This is a powerful im-

provement on Newton’s initial argument I sketched above for the form of the gravitational force law.

One constructs the initial individual models used in deriving the inverse-square form, closed nearly

circular orbits, by ignoring known features of the concrete models that deviate from the individual

models, viz., their precession. One then constructs new individual models that take into account

more of the known features of the concrete models, and subsequently shows by abductive reason-

ing that even those more accurate individual models yield the inverse-square law, when corrective

perturbations are accounted for.

The form of the argument was not:

1. if there are deviations from inverse-square, then there will be orbital precession;

2. there is orbital precession;

3. therefore, I will find the right force law from which I can deduce the observed precession;

4. I will do so by deducing all the expected perturbative effects of all other planets on each

planet’s orbit for different force laws individually;

5. I will thus find the law that implies that those perturbative effects give rise to the observed

precession.

That would be HD reasoning. Rather, the argument runs thus:

1. there is observed orbital precession (concrete models);

2. I have a mathematical theorem following from my framework that tells me that, if there is

orbital precession, then there is deviation from inverse-square, and the amount of precession

determines the amount of deviation (and the converse is a theorem as well);

19. In fact, this is not true for Mercury, as Le Verrier well knew. There was an extra 39 arcseconds (39′′) per century

of precession that his calculations could not account for. He labored for the next 14 years to try to come up with a

mechanism to explain the discrepancy, even postulating hitherto unobserved celestial bodies and other such ad hoc

devices, but nothing worked (Le Verrier 1859). Indeed, by the end of the nineteenth century the inexplicability of

the aberrant precession was such a great embarrassment that many eminent physicists had already concluded that

Newtonian gravitational theory could not be fundamentally correct, even before the development of special relativity

(a historical fact that seems to be not so well known as it ought), based entirely on abductive use of the Precession

Theorem. See Newcomb (1895b, 1895a, 1905) for an extended discussion and summation of the experimental knowledge

of the aberrant precession at that time, when the anomalous amount of Mercury’s precession was finally fixed at 43′′

per century, and see Freundlich (1915) for an exhaustive argument that Newtonian gravitational theory could not

account for it. To get a sense of how small the angle 43′′ is, imagine the appearance of the diameter of a penny

from a distance of about 30 miles. This makes an angle of that size. It is a testament to the profound confirmatory

entrenchment of Newtonian gravitational theory in particular at the time, and Newtonian mechanics in general, that

a discrepancy of this infinitesimal angle per century caused such consternation in and provoked such labor from the

leading lights of the scientific community for more than 70 years. Of course, we now know that the error arises from

general relativistic effects, and cannot be accommodated by Newtonian gravitational theory.
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3. I will construct individual models that include the perturbative effects from the other planets,

based on the observed orbits (the concrete models);

4. it then follows abductively, from the concrete models, the abstract equations of motion and

the Precession Theorem, that there is a unique force law which is such that, for all planets,

when the perturbations calculated from the force law are subtracted from each planet, and

that planet is modeled as a two-body system orbiting around the sun, then the orbit of the

two-body problem determined ab initio by the force law is the same as the orbit determined

by subtracting all the calculated perturbations;

5. the resulting orbits for all planets are closed, i.e., there is no precession;

6. by abduction, this holds if and only if the unique force law is inverse-square.

In other words, the abductive reasoning supports reasoning based on subjunctive conditionals.

It allows one to deduce conditionals of the form “if the phenomena were different in this particular

way, the laws would be thus and so”. In fact, it allows one to derive subjunctive biconditionals:

“the phenomena would be different in this particular way if and only if the laws were thus and

so”. It thus allows one to set principled bounds on how far wrong the abductively derived laws

can appear to be, and still be within the known margins of error of extant observations. Even

more, it shows that construction of more finely detailed, more accurate concrete models also yield

the same force law by directly showing, in one fell logical swoop, that no other force law could

accurately represent the finer, more accurate models, within the margin of error believed at the

time. This provides extraordinarily strong epistemic warrant for the abductively derived laws, as it

shows how far the concrete models constructed from detailed observations can deviate from simpler

individual models while still remaining within the domain of adequacy of the laws (Harper 2011;

Smith 2014). This is not possible in the HD scheme. In that form of reasoning, one can show

the validity only of conditionals of the following form: “if the laws were different in this particular

way, the phenomena would be thus and so”. But that shows nothing of epistemic import. One

cannot use such conditionals to set bounds on how wrong simple individual models can be and still

fall within the regime of adequacy of the proposed laws when compared to more detailed concrete

models. Indeed, one cannot use such conditionals to derive any substantive proposition at all about

the actual world. This is a striking example of the power of abduction as compared to standard HD.

Newton’s (1672) framework for theories of light and color makes a fascinating case study for

teasing out the many subtleties, layers and facets of these ideas.20 That framework allowed for the

articulation of many different kinds of theories, both wave and particle, and facilitated the switch

from the dominant particle theory to a new wave theory at the beginning of the 19th Century,

at the hands of Young and Fresnel. This framework, however, is abductive in a subtler way than

the “standard form” I have sketched, at least in its actual historical applications. There was no

20. For an exposition of Newton’s framework, and the investigations and abductive reasoning that led him to it, see

Curiel (2001) (though I do not refer to the form of reasoning as abduction in that paper), and for a more extensive

and deeper discussion of those investigations, with a direct bearing on the relevant issues, see Stein (unpublished-a,

unpublished-b).
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biconditional between the concrete models and either particle or wave theories up until, arguably,

the 19th Century, when diffraction decisively favored wave theories. Even after the work of Young

and Fresnel and the framework was pared down to accommodate only wave theories, the available

data did not allow the abduction of a single, fully determinate theory until Maxwell’s electromagnetic

theory of light was confirmed by Hertz’s experiments on electromagnetic radiation. The derivation

by Maxwell (1864) of his full electromagnetic theory, abductive to its core, required a framework

far more comprehensive than Newton’s for light and color, though it did incorporate Newton’s

framework as a sub-framework, so to speak. Newton’s framework for light and color, therefore,

in itself is perhaps best described in its historical applications as supporting not the abduction of

theory from framework, but rather the abduction of pared-down frameworks from a more general

framework. This all raises fascinating and deep questions about the possible relations among different

frameworks, questions that I think are interestingly different from similar ones about inter-theory

relations, but which are in any event beyond the scope of this paper.

I may have given the impression so far that abduction is a form of reasoning peculiar to Newtonian

mechanics (on the assumption that Maxwell’s abduction of his theory of electromagnetism was

formulated in the Newtonian framework). To the contrary, the history of physics is replete with

examples of abduction, and it is still used today far and wide in all branches of physics. Indeed, I do

not think it is an exaggeration to say that the large majority of revolutionary advances in physics

were based on abductive reasoning. I do not have the space here to make that case fully, so I will

content myself with listing exemplary instances across many branches of physics.

1. In Lagrangian mechanics, one abducts the generic equations of motion by applying a variational

principle (encoding the Euler-Lagrange equation, the abstract equations of motion) over the

family of known individual models on the generic space of states. (I discuss this example in

more detail in §4.)

2. In Hamiltonian mechanics, one derives the form of the Hamiltonian from the abstract form

of Hamilton’s equation in conjunction with the form of the phase portraits of the systems’

evolutions in phase space (the individual models). A trivial example: construct the phase

portrait of a simple harmonic oscillator by continually measuring its position and momentum;

the resultant set of points forms a circle in phase space; it follows then directly from the

abstract form of Hamilton’s equation that the Hamiltonian must be p2 + q2 (ignoring constant

coefficients), and by plugging this into the abstract form of Hamilton’s equation one has

abducted the generic equations of motion.

3. In quantum mechanics, one abducts the form of the Hamiltonian from the abstract Schrödinger

equation in conjunction with the paths of unitary evolution on Hilbert space (the individual

models); the procedure is almost identical to that in Hamiltonian mechanics. This is how the

Hamiltonian for the Hydrogen atom, e.g., is derived.

4. In quantum field theory, one abducts the form of the Lagrangian from observed symmetries

(Sakurai 1964).
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5. In Boltzmannian statistical mechanics, one abducts the form of the Maxwell-Boltzmann dis-

tribution from the abstract equations of motion for statistical quantities, in conjunction with

constraints imposed by empirically observed properties of the phenomena of thermodynam-

ical equilibrium (Sommerfeld 1964). The same holds for derivations of the microcanonical,

canonical and grand canonical distributions in Gibbsian statistical mechanics (Fowler 1955).

6. In ordinary thermodynamics, one abducts the principle of entropy non-decrease from the

Kelvin Postulate (the abstract “equation of motion”) in conjunction with the existence of irre-

versible processes, viz., the concrete models (Fermi 1937). This example shows that “equation

of motion” can be broadly construed in the context of abduction, as I remarked in footnote 1.

7. In general relativity, one abducts the FLRW cosmological models and the Schwarzschild so-

lution from the Einstein Field Equation and the observed (or postulated) symmetries of the

dynamical evolutions of those genera of systems (Wald 1984).21

8. In cosmology, the inferences to dark energy and to dark matter, and so the construction of the

entire standard ΛCDM (“cosmological constant plus cold, dark matter”) model of contempo-

rary cosmology, are abductive, starting from the framework of general relativity in conjunction

with the concrete models constructed from observations such as the velocity-dispersion rela-

tions of galaxies and the large-scale accelerating expansion of the universe (Weinberg 2008).

4 Framework Confirmation

In order to characterize the kind of confirmation I claim accrues to frameworks from abduction, it

will be useful to begin with a discussion of some observations on the topic by James Clerk Maxwell.

He is the only scientist or philosopher I know who explicitly recognizes Newtonian abduction as a

separate form of reasoning in science and articulates its form.

Maxwell (1876, p. 309) explains the idea clearly:

[T]he importance of [the] equations [of motion] does not depend on their being useful in

solving problems in dynamics[, i.e., in deducing predictions of future behavior when the

forces acting on a system are known]. A higher function which they must discharge is

that of presenting to the mind in the clearest and most general form the fundamental

principles of dynamical reasoning.

In forming dynamical theories of the physical sciences, it has been a too frequent practice

to invent a particular dynamical hypothesis and then by means of the equations of

21. It is a little delicate to explain the way in which a family of spacetime models such as the FLRW or Schwarzschild

ones is relevantly like a set of generic equations of motion, but one can do this, and when one reconstructs the

reasoning involved, say, in proving Birkhoff’s Theorem (which implies the uniqueness of Schwarzschild spacetime

given the assumed symmetries), it is indeed abductive in form. If you object to the claim that general relativity is

a framework, then think of this as the abduction of specific equations of motion from concrete models and generic

equations of motion (general relativity considered as a theory, not a framework).
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motion to deduce certain results. The agreement of results with real phenomena has

been supposed to furnish a certain amount of evidence in favour of the hypothesis.

The true method of physical reasoning is to begin with the phenomena and to deduce

the forces from them by a direct application of the equations of motion.

It may seem that Maxwell contradicts himself here. If we already know the equations of motion—as

we must, if we are to “directly apply” them to deduce forces from phenomena—then surely we know

already the forces as well, since the equations of motion are formulated in terms of the forces, and

only thence one deduces the phenomena, à la HD. The context of the passage, however, makes clear

that Maxwell has a conception of “equations of motion” in mind different than that involved in

employing a representation of known forces to deduce resultant motions using generic or specific

equations of motion and initial data. What he calls here the equations of motion are what I call,

in essence, the abstract equations of motion of a framework, and “the fundamental principles of

dynamical reasoning” are, in effect, the abstract structures of the framework itself, as encoded in

the abstract equations of motion and other mathematical relations and principles.

Maxwell began the paper (more of a brief note than a paper, really, only two pages in length) by

adverting to the method Lagrange introduced in the late 18th Century in his Mécanique Analytique,

the germ of what we now know as Lagrangian Mechanics, and contrasting it to that involved in the

deduction of dynamical behavior from (in my parlance) generic or specific equations of motion in

conjunction with initial data. Recall that the Euler-Lagrange Equation is the heart of Lagrangian

Mechanics (Curiel 2014). This equation results from the demand that the dynamically possible

evolutions manifested by a physical system optimize, according to the principles of the calculus

of variations, a certain integral function of the dynamic quantities, the action. Thus, the Euler-

Lagrange equation is, in my sense, the abstract equation of motion in the framework. To know the

individual models, then, of a genus of physical system (derived, say, from concrete models) allows

one to abduct the generic equations of motion as a particular instantiation of the Euler-Lagrange

equation: the variational principle entails that the individual models are a particular family of paths

on the space of states if and only if the action is of a particular form (and so the generic equations

of motion are of a particular form).22 In other words, this method of deriving the equations of

motion exemplifies Newtonian abduction: knowing the dynamically possible paths on the space of

states (the individual models), appropriately identified with the phenomena, one abducts the form

of the forces acting on the system (the generic equations of motion) by applying the machinery

of the abstract equation of motion to the paths. Such a derivation does not so much substantiate

the resulting generic equations of motion as being the most correct among a field of competitors or

something of the sort. It rather demonstrates, eo ipso, that the derived equations have a structure

appropriate for modeling the concrete dynamical evolutions of the system—because the structure

of the derived generic equations of motion is directly determined, biconditionally, by the structure

22. For a graphic illustration of the method, see Curiel (2014, §4), in particular the discussion of how one can read

the generalized forces off from the form of the second-order vector fields on the tangent bundle of the configuration

space for a given genus of physical system.
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manifest in those dynamical evolutions (the concrete models, identified with the individual models).

Newtonian abduction, therefore, shows, or captures, or elucidates the mathematical structure

manifest in the phenomena. That part of the world treated by the abducted theory evinces the

abstract structure the framework exhibits and requires. A good example of this kind of structure

is given by the space of states and the dynamically possible evolutions of an abstract Newtonian

system, one treated by a theory whose generic equations of motion are an instantiation of New-

ton’s Second Law (Curiel 2014). The algebraic and differential structure of the Second Law itself

imposes the structure of a vector space on the family of all vector fields on the abstract space of

states representing possible interactions (“imposed forces”). The family of vector fields representing

dynamically possible evolutions of the system itself then accrues the structure of an affine space

modeled on that vector space. It then follows that the abstract space of states is naturally iso-

morphic to the tangent bundle over the system’s configuration space (i.e., there is an isomorphism

distinguished by the physics). Any theory abducted in the Newtonian framework inherits these

structures. In particular, when one compares different concrete models of the same system, say,

ones constructed at different times when it is experiencing forces of different magnitudes, one will

find the appropriate affine and additive structures on that family of concrete models. This is easy to

verify in, e.g., Newtonian gravitational theory. Stein (1994, p. 639, emphases his) makes the point in

a trenchant way, explaining in illuminating detail how Newtonian gravitational theory is “a theory

of a mathematical structure discernible in the world of phenomena, of observations, of experience.”

What Stein says of Newtonian gravitational theory is straightforwardly translated so as to apply to

the entire Newtonian framework itself (and indeed to all frameworks)—they provide mathematical

structures discernible in the world of phenomena, of observations, and of experience, in such a way as

to allow us to exploit those structures for the theoretical representation of physical systems so as to

support substantive scientific reasoning of all forms about them. To perform empirically successful

scientific reasoning by the direct and ineliminable application of a theoretical structure, however, is

to endow that structure with some measure of confirmatory support, by any reasonable standard.

I call this type of confirmation structural confirmation.23 It accrues to a framework when one

demonstrates that the structures intrinsic to the framework are appropriate and adequate for rep-

resenting and reasoning about the genera of physical systems the framework purports to treat. It

is appropriate if the framework’s structures allow one to identify in the relevant sense individual

models of a theory in the framework with concrete models of physical systems in the genus treated

by the theory. It is adequate if one can use that identification to engage in substantive, success-

ful scientific reasoning about those physical systems. Thus, when I follow Stein in speaking of “a

mathematical structure [of a framework] discernible in the world of phenomena,” I mean that the

framework facilitates the successful identification of individual and concrete models in such a way

as to make it possible for its theories to be used in successful reasoning. In particular, I make no

claims that structures in the individual models and “in the world itself” are “isomorphic” or “ho-

23. After I finished this manuscript, I discovered that Kuipers (2001, pp. 208–209) uses ‘structural confirmation’ to

refer to another concept, that of partial entailment, i.e., the probabilistic degree to which A ∨ B entails A. The two

should not be conflated.
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momorphic” or “similar” in any way above and beyond the fact that they are relevantly identifiable

with each other. (I do not even know what it means to speak of an isomorphism or homomorphism

or similarity between a mathematical structure and “the world itself”.) One can agree with the

idea of structural confirmation while remaining agnostic about all issues pertaining to realism and

anti-realism, as any good confirmatory relation should allow. In particular, structural confirmation

has no necessary connection to the idea of structural realism (though I suspect that champions of

the program may want to avail themselves of it in their arguments).24

It may sound strange to say that Lagrangian mechanics itself admits of confirmation, but I claim

it does. Structural confirmation does not give us a reason to believe that Lagrangian mechanics

is true. I am not even sure what that claim could mean. Structural confirmation rather gives us

reason to believe that the structures intrinsic to Lagrangian mechanics are approriate and adequate

for representing many genera of physical systems. We come to believe in its fruitfulness as a ground

for successful scientific reasoning of all sorts. That, however, is exactly what standard confirmation

does for us with regard to ordinary theories.

Abduction shows that a genus of physical systems is governed by the generic equations of motion

and other mathematical relations imposed by a theory in the relevant framework if and only if the

relevant space of states and family of dynamically possible evolutions, appropriately identified with

the family of concrete models, has that structure. In other words, those systems are appropriately

and adequately treated by a theory in the framework if and only if their predicted behavior, both in

isolation and in response to the kinds of interactions with the environment allowed by the structures

of the theory, accords with the constraints imposed by those structures. This is not only a successful

prediction of the theory by the framework—it is also the provision of grounds for the possibility

of using the theory to make successful predictions, i.e., a necessary precondition for being able to

apply the theory in that way. As such, every successful application of the theory in, e.g., making

predictions of the HD-type, endows confirmation on the framework as a whole, when the theory is

generated by abduction, since abduction made it possible in the first place.

Newtonian abduction is a relation between theory and experiment that standard accounts of con-

firmation based on HD-type reasoning cannot accommodate. The structural confirmation, nonethe-

less, as I just intimated, derives in part from the validation of a proposition that itself entails a

proposition largely the same in form as used in the standard accounts of confirmation based on

HD forms of reasoning: H (the framework) entails some E (evidence, in this case the biconditional

between theory and concrete models). Indeed, it even implies a proposition identical in form to

that used in HD, by discharging one of the directions of the biconditional: the framework entails

that H (an abducted theory) entails E (evidence in the form of concrete models). I suspect, there-

fore, that one can extend some of the standard accounts to accommodate Newtonian abduction and

structural confirmation, though there are obvious and prima facie difficult technical obstacles that

24. Of course, everything said of structural confirmation of a framework holds as well, mutatis mutandis, for a theory.

Theories also are amenable to structural confirmation, in the same way, by abductively showing that the structures

intrinsic to the theory are appropriate and adequate for representing and reasoning about the concrete models of the

different species of physical system the theory purports to treat.
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immediately present themselves. For instance, in any account of confirmation that quantifies it using

probabilities (if that is the sort of thing one is into), such as Bayesianism, one will have to construct

a probability space that includes as elements the framework itself, the theories possibly abductable

from the framework, the individual models of those theories, and the concrete models that may be

appropriate for identifying with those individual models. That is not all, however. As the discussion

of Newton’s and Le Verrier’s use of the Precession Theorem shows, the probability assignments on

the space will have to respect in some way the non-trivial relations among the theories (topological,

algebraic, differential, and so on) that the framework endows on its family of theories, those relations

which make Newtonian abduction possible in the first place. This is a highly non-trivial problem.25

In sum, abduction is a form of reasoning that indubitably shows that a theoretical apparatus

can be applied to empirical data in such a way as to produce in the context of the apparatus repre-

sentations of the relevant systems that are of necessity predictively accurate; those representations,

moreover, are automatically fruitful in the sense that they are instantly ready to apply to the at-

tempted representation of further systems one has reason to believe are of the same genus. The

production of successful theoretical representations of the nature and behavior of physical systems,

however, is the most fundamental and most important form of confirmation, whatever form that

production may take.

Structural confirmation is a far stronger and more substantial form of confirmation than that

provided by merely deducing predictions and matching them against observations, as Maxwell him-

self emphasized. As he says, “A higher function which [the framework] must discharge is that of

presenting to the mind in the clearest and most general form the fundamental principles of dynamical

reasoning.” This is what gets confirmed—not just the abstract structure of the framework manifest

in the phenomena, but all the fundamental principles of dynamical reasoning that are part of the

framework and allow one to apply the framework to the experimentally characterized phenomena.

Structural confirmation, therefore, provides us more than just good reason to accept the frame-

work as a useful theoretical tool for the scientific investigation of parts of the physical world (or, in

more standard parlance, does more than give us good reason to have credence in the framework).

Structural confirmation substantiates the fruitfulness of the framework as a system within which

one has good reason to believe that one can formulate theories themselves having a high degree of

confirmatory support in the standard sense.

The fact that Newtonian abduction directly supports the formulation of and arguments based

on subjunctive conditionals provides further confirmatory support of a sort that standard accounts

based on HD cannot. It is, again, an instance of the framework’s making possible more elaborate

and convincing argumentation in favor of a theory’s empirical success than HD by itself, or any

other form of scientific reasoning standardly treated in accounts of confirmation, makes possible.

The production and use of subjunctive conditionals, exemplified by Newton’s and Le Verrier’s use

25. Indeed, structural evidence of the kind relevant to abduction in general differs in important ways from “raven

counting” evidence and from HD predictive evidence, primarily because of the non-trivial mathematical relations

among theories one must account for in formulating and analyzing the evidence. A general discussion is beyond the

scope of this paper.
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of the Precession Theorem, is confirmatory of the framework itself, because the derivation of the

relevant subjunctive conditionals is possible only by use of the framework itself as whole, not any

individual theory in isolation, since the conditionals are comparative among different theories. It

is exactly the topological, algebraic, geometric, analytic, and other structures that the framework

imposes on its family of theories itself that permits this kind of reasoning. Reasoning of the HD

type cannot accomodate this, because it deals with theories in isolation from each other. It has no

place for reasoning based on structures on a family of theories.26

For the same reasons, confirmation accrues to the framework itself by the further use of such

subjunctive reasoning to construct sequences of ever more detailed and accurate individual models,

as Newton and Le Verrier did in calculating the orbital perturbations due to inter-planetary gravita-

tional effects, and similarly for Newton’s treatment of comets, showing that they all accorded with

the predictions of the theory even more accurately than the initial individual models did (Harper

2011; Smith 2014). That the framework supports such successful reasoning, employing the theory

itself in powerful ways to directly yield more accurate representations based on abductive arguments,

confirms the empirical propriety and adequacy of the framework. I call confirmation based on the

formulation and successful use of subjunctive conditionals modal confirmation. I will use abductive

confirmation to refer to both structural and modal confirmation, when what I say applies to both.

Similarly, when the predictions of a theory fail and modifications of its individual models cannot

mitigate the failure, the framework will provide structures, concepts and methods for guiding us in

trying to figure out why it failed, and possibly in trying to formulate new theories by abduction

that will provide accurate representations of the concrete models. Newton’s framework for theories

of light and color, for example, did this in moving from the particle to a wave theory of light at the

beginning of the 19th Century. If a framework does so successfully, this also provides confirmation,

for it is based on its abductive character: the framework can, in the best cases, tell one what other

theories or sorts of theories to look for and examine. This is methodologically richer than HD, and

each such success compounds the confirmation accruing to the framework.

Abductive confirmation in general is in itself non-contrastive. Confirmation does not accrue

to the framework by being stronger or more appropriate than rivals, and one does not need to

worry about “unconceived alternatives” (Stanford 2006): one has shown that the framework does

everything one could possibly ask of it; asking more would be to demand the supererogatory. Of

course, one is still free to compare the abductive power of different frameworks, when more than one

is available in a context in which theories can be abducted possessing individual models appropriate

for identifying with the same family of concrete models. There are then (at least) three ways that

one of the frameworks can garner more confirmation from abductive success than the other. First,

one of the frameworks may contain a theory whose individual models apply to the given family of

concrete models and to others in addition, which the other framework’s theories cannot. Second, the

26. I do not claim that standard forms of HD reasoning, and standard accounts of confirmation based on them,

cannot be modified or extended to cover the form of reasoning I discuss here. I claim only that no account I know

of in its present form has the capacity to do so. It would be an interesting project to attempt to modify or extend

extant accounts to try to do so.
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individual models of one of the frameworks theories may be predictively more accurate than those

of the other. Third, the individual models of one of the frameworks may ground the possibility for

novel predictions that the other does not, and those predictions can then be confirmed. All three

conditions obtain for general relativity as compared to Newtonian mechanics (in so far as we are able

to test the predictive accuracy of each theory separately against the same concrete models, which

we cannot in fact always do).27 It also follows that, by any measure, a higher degree of confirmation

should accrue to a framework that generates more theories that are successful than to one that

generates fewer over the same domain of physical systems.

I am not claiming that a physical theory has strong confirmation only in so far as one can

cast it in Lagrangian form, or only in so far as one has an abductive derivation of its equations of

motion from a collection of concrete models constructed from experimental or observational results.

I quoted Maxwell on the Lagrangian framework and discussed it at length only to drive the point

home, as it comes out with such marvelous clarity there: a theory is successful in representing a

genus of physical system in the epistemically strongest way, with the highest degree and quality of

confirmation, when the structure of the theory’s generic equations of motion not only conforms to

but embodies the structure manifest in the phenomena it purports to represent, that is, when the

structure of the theory recapitulates the structure manifest in the physical evolutions of the system

and as little else as possible. That is what Newtonian abduction guarantees.

Because it is the only work in the literature I am aware of that more or less directly addresses the

issues I investigate here, I will discuss Henderson et al. (2010).28 I think their analysis is interesting

and potentially fruitful in many ways, but I will here focus on its shortcomings with regard to the

issues I am concerned with.

Their account distinguishes between higher and lower level theoretical systems, which they at

different times and in different contexts refer to as ‘frameworks’, ‘theories’, and ‘hypotheses’, for

both lower and upper level systems. (Nothing hinges on the differences in terminology.) I shall use

‘framework’ for a higher-level theoretical system in their account and ‘theory’ for a lower-level one,

which may be generated by a framework. One of the virtues of their account is that they are usefully

ambiguous about what “generation” of a theory from a framework may be—it may be deductive

entailment, or constructive, or instantiating some other relation entirely. Thus nothing rules out

from the start that their analysis may be relevant to Newtonian abduction.

In the account, each level is conceived of as an unstructured set of mutually exclusive alternatives.

27. I am glossing over a subtlety here. The concrete models one compares to the individual models of each framework

will not be the same, but will rather have to be constructed from the raw data in different ways using the different

theoretical concepts and structures of the different frameworks, so as to fit into the different abductive propositions

of each framework. That is not in general a problem. In such cases, the individual models of one can be “translated”

into those of the other in a way that preserves enough physical significance for one to have confidence that the

individual models in the different theories represent the same dynamical behaviors of the same physical systems. Such

translations often take the form of limiting or approximative constructions. Malament (1986), in effect, shows how to

do this for general relativity and Newtonian gravitational theory. If one cannot construct such translations, then one

has no reason to believe that the two theories are representing the same behaviors of the same physical systems.

28. Works such as Lipton (2004, ch. 7) and Henderson (2014) are not relevant to my arguments, as their discussions

of abduction treat it as inference to the best explanation.
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This, however, from the start misses out on several important features of the relationships among

competing frameworks and those among competing theories in a single framework. A framework in

general endows its associated family of theories with rich mathematical structures (topological, geo-

metric, algebraic, those grounded in real or complex analysis, and so on), all with manifest physical

significance. Nothing prevents Henderson, et al., from endowing each level of a hierarchy with such

structures, but neither would anything in their account allow one to exploit those structures, because

of the strong sense in which they conceive of theories as being mutually exclusive: the relationship

of one theory to another, in their setup, cannot tell us anything about the confirmatory support

of either theory. This restriction entails that their account cannot represent and account for in an

accurate way some of the strongest possible confirmatory evidence for a framework or a theory, viz.,

modal confirmation arising from the successful use of subjunctive conditionals based on abductive

reasoning. I see no way around this problem in their approach. It is important to note, however,

that this problem is not peculiar to their account. It infects any account of confirmation in which

theories are represented as independent in this strong sense, such as in the Bayesian one (which

Henderson, et al., work in).

In any event, it is difficult to see how abductive confirmation of the sort I explicate here can be

represented at all in their account. Let T be a lower-level theory, F a higher-level one (a framework)

that generates it, and D some structured data that stands in direct evidential relation to T . They

consider the probabilities P (T |F ), and P (F |D), but they never consider P (F |T ) or P (F |T ∧ D),

much less P (F |T ≡ D), which represent the fundamental relations I am concerned with. In fact, it

is not even clear to me what P (T |F ) means in their account, since the two theoretical systems live

in different probability spaces (since each level of the hierarchy has its own probability space). In

so far as one can make sense of P (T |F ) in their approach, however, then nothing further in their

discussion prima facie seems to preclude a discussion of P (F |T ), P (F |T ∧D), and P (F |T ≡ D) in

the same vein as theirs, but neither is it clear to me how such an analysis would go, nor how one

would justify it in the terms of their arguments, especially in light of the difficulties I pointed out

in the previous paragraph. It would be interesting to investigate whether or not this can be done.

Finally, on their account higher-level frameworks do not gain direct confirmatory support from

data, but gain it only indirectly, mediated by the theories they generate that are confirmed by the

data (p. 185). This misses out on the fundamental logical structure of Newtonian abduction that

lends direct and immediate confirmation to Newtonian mechanics itself: the data and the theory

enter into the confirmatory relation in a symmetrical, equivalent way (the biconditional component

of the abductive proposition), and so the structured data itself in its instantiation of the framework’s

abstract structure lends the framework confirmatory support exactly as much as does the success

of the theory in producing individual models identifiable with the concrete models in a predictively

accurate way.

Nonetheless, I emphasize again that I do not think that Henderson et al. (2010) has nothing in

its favor. To the contrary, I find the approach compelling in many ways and a potentially rich source

of ideas and machinery for approaching many important problems in confirmation theory. It is also

useful for my particular purposes here: in so far as their analysis is successful, it shows another
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way that confirmation can accrue to frameworks besides by Newtonian abduction. I wanted only

to underscore the differences in aim, in detail of implementation, and in consequence between their

work and the present project.

Romeijn (2013) is another interesting case. Although the subject of his arguments is the con-

struction of a Bayesian model of abduction as, in effect, inference to the best explanation, his analysis

is general enough to cover all forms of the generation of “suppositions” from data, and so arguably

encompasses at least part of the meat of Newtonian abduction. He says (p. 437),

What the above examples show is that if we happen to choose the theoretical concepts

well [by inference to the best explanation], then they will be beneficial to the predictions,

instead of being irrelevant or detrimental. In other words, the examples show that

theoretical notions have an evaluative rather than a generative use.

This harmonizes well with my discussion of Newtonian abduction in obvious ways, so far as it goes.

Newtonian abduction, however, allows one to go further than Romeijn’s insightful analysis does: the

logical entailment of the biconditional between the theory and the concrete models (the analogue of

Romeijn’s “choice of theoretical concepts”) supports confirmation of the framework itself. Romeijn

is, I think rightly, reluctant to conclude that his analysis supports that conclusion.

His analysis also illuminates how Newtonian abduction is superior to inference to the best ex-

planation in one important way. As he observes (p. 437),

[N]othing in [my arguments] answers to the problem [with inference to the best expla-

nation] that there are infinitely many theoretical notions that are potentially useful [in

attempting to model given phenomena], and that we do not have any reason to choose

any particular one when learning from the observations.

Within the fixed context of a framework, when Newtonian abductive reasoning is available, this is

false: if a framework abducts a successful theory from the phenomena, then one has the strongest

possible grounds for choosing the framework. When “choice of theoretical concepts” means choice

of theory in a framework rather than choice of a framework itself, Romeijn’s pessimism is again

unfounded when Newtonian abduction is available, since that picks out the unique theory in the

framework best suited to represent the phenomena. When there is more than one framework available

for the representation of a given family of concrete models, moreover, and both support the abductive

generation of a theory to represent those models, then one may have available the kind of comparative

confirmation of the frameworks I discussed above, on the basis of which to choose in a principled

way between them. This, by the way, also rebuts the “argument from a bad lot” proposed by van

Fraassen (1990), at least in the context of Newtonian abduction, again showing its superiority to

standard inference to the best explanation.

As I mentioned in footnote 9, agreeing determination of the values of parameters by theory-

mediated measurements, as characterized by Harper (2011) and Smith (2014), is not an HD predic-

tion but rather has the form of a Newtonian abduction. In these cases, different theories are used

to determine the value of some physical parameter, e.g., the value of the cosmological constant Λ
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in the standard ΛCDM model of contemporary cosmology, by way of concrete models constructed

from observations of: the distribution of the velocities of supernovæ; the spectrum of primordial

mass-energy density amplitude-fluctuations encoded in the cosmic microwave background radiation

(CMBR); the distribution of anisotropies in the CMBR; the ratio of the mass of x-ray emitting

gas in galaxies to total galactic mass; and the observed age of the oldest stars compared to the

observed age of the beginning of large-scale structure formation. (See Frieman, Turner, and Huterer

2008.) Each of these observations yields a value for the cosmological constant by reasoning of the

form of a Newtonian abduction, each in a different theory. The fact that all such determinations

agree manifestly provides substantial confirmation both for the value of the parameter and for the

theories themselves. The only structure all these different theories have in common, however, is the

framework of general relativity in which all the theories are formulated, by which they are each able

to make substantive contact with the ΛCDM model in the first place to derive the value of Λ from

their respective concrete models, and by virtue of which one can identify the Λ in each theory as

representing the same physical quantity as those in the others. In so far as confirmation accrues to

the individual theories based on their role in the reasoning that determines the value of the parame-

ter, so must confirmation accrue to the framework as well, for without the framework one could not

even compare the different values in a meaningful way: the shared framework guarantees that the

different theories are representing the same physical quantity, and so the framework itself plays an

ineliminable role in the abductive reasoning resulting in the agreeing measurements.

Finally, as I noted in footnote 10, Newtonian abduction has the form of a Carnapian conditional

definition, a form of reduction sentence. Carnap, and later work such as Hempel (1955, pp. 23ff.),

considered the uses of this logical form only with regard to the definition of theoretical terms in a

formal scientific language by reduction in a technical sense to observational terms in that language,

not, as here, as the basis for a distinctive form of scientific reasoning. Still, the comparison is

illuminating. Hempel (1955, p. 26ff.), for example, says,

A reduction sentence [of the conditional form] offers no complete definition for the term

it introduces, but only a partial, or conditional, determination of its meaning; it assigns

meaning to the “new” term only for its application to objects which satisfy specific “test

conditions.”

In a similar vein, one may construe the abductive proposition (3.1) as the determination of the

partial or conditional validity of the theory, and thereby the determination in part of its empirical

content and meaning, when the “test conditions” constituted by the phenomena in conjunction with

the framework are satisfied. In so far as the framework provides the basis for the attribution of

empirical content to a theory, and in so far as the framework acts, so to speak, as the constitutive a

priori component of that empirical content, confirmation of the theory by validation of its empirical

content should flow upwards to lend confirmation to the framework as well.
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5 This Is True Confirmation

When I presented the material of this paper in a talk at the conference “Reasoning in Physics”, at

the Center for Advanced Studies at Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität in Munich, in December 2016, a

sizeable part of the audience objected that Newtonian abduction does not provide real confirmation

to frameworks, but rather articulates only an explanatory or grounding relation among frameworks,

theories and structured data. First, I contend that, in so far as the abductive proposition implies

a proposition having the same logical structure as HD reasoning as used in standard accounts of

confirmation, and that the empirical content of the terms in that proposition are essentially the same

as in the standard HD case, the presumption must but strong that Newtonian abduction provides

confirmation at least in the same way, even if in no other way. Second, even if my analysis does

articulate an explanatory or grounding relationship, then eo ipso the relationship is confirmatory

in the standard sense: to show that a theoretical system explains or grounds the success of our

theoretical representations of the world by itself provides confirmatory support for the system in the

standard sense (Tes̆ić, Eva, and Hartmann 2017).

As I argued in §4, however, the type of confirmation that Newtonian abduction confers on

frameworks goes beyond that of standard accounts. It provides confirmation by showing how an

abductively successful framework can give us understanding of the physical world—we come to see

that and how the phenomena in the world of our experience manifest the abstract structure of the

framework. By “understanding” here, I mean something like “the capacity to operate successfully

in the scientific enterprise, in all its aspects and parts”—to use our theoretical representations and

experimental practices and results as the basis for the fruitful continuation of the enterprise: as part

of evidential warrant in testing; as basis for characterizations of systems and predictions about them;

as inspiration for potentially fruitful new investigations; as the grounds for conceptual clarification

and innovation in foundational work; and perhaps most of all to grasp how our theoretical represen-

tations and reasoning on the one hand and our experimental practices and results on the other relate

to, inform, and substantively contribute to the constitution of each other, and to grasp that in such

a way as to ground their use in the fruitful continuation of the enterprise. To come to understand

the phenomena in this way—to grasp that they manifest the structure of the framework—eo ipso

gives one the capacity to do all this, by guiding one’s use of the framework in further investigation

both of the phenomena one has already investigated and of other systems one has reason to believe

are appropriately similar. Deduction of the phenomena from equations of motion cannot do this, for

it can show at most that the phenomena manifest a structure compatible in some way with that of

the equations. It is the entailment of the biconditional between the theory and the concrete models

that shows the phenomena to manifest exactly that structure.29

Newtonian abduction is superior in this way as well to inference to the best explanation, viz., with

29. I want to emphasize again that none of this has anything to do with any issue pertaining to realism and anti-

realism. There is no claim made or needed that the structure manifest in the phenomena, i.e., the structured data,

is “really” part of the furniture of the world, in some deep metaphysical sense. That it is manifest in the phenomena

suffices for the soundness of the evidential and confirmatory relations at issue. Those relations are agnostic about

realism, as any good confirmatory relation should be.
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regard to how it provides understanding and explanation. As Romeijn (2013, p. 437) makes clear, it

is difficult to see how inference to the best explanation supports any substantive understanding of

why a theory is predictively accurate for a class of phenomena, nor of why the theory explains the

phenomena.

Much of the empiricist tradition over the past 90 or so years in the study of the relations between

data and theory have led to skeptical claims and questions about the need for or possible uses of

theory. Hempel (1965), e.g., went so far as to question why theories are necessary at all, given

that (as he claimed) learning at the theoretical level always follows learning at the observational

one. Newtonian abduction provides an explicit picture that shows why the motivations behind

such questions and arguments are misguided. In the context of the framework, the theory and

the phenomena enter into the explanatory relations on an even footing (the biconditional), each

providing grounds for improved and deepened understanding of the other. Learning about one

happens simultaneously with learning about the other, each informing and informed by the other,

inextricably linked.

Before concluding, I want to make a few remarks about the possible disconfirmation of frame-

works. Many of those who advocate against the idea that frameworks can be confirmed, such as

Kuhn, also deny that frameworks can be disconfirmed in principled ways. My explication of Newto-

nian abduction shows this to be wrong. If one has a framework that has been successful in abducting

theories to treat given phenomena, and one then shows by the construction of more finely detailed

and accurate concrete models that the phenomena in question do not in fact manifest the structure

of the framework, then one has disconfirmed the framework, at least with regard to the given phe-

nomena. If one discovers new phenomena that do not manifest the framework’s structure from the

start, then one has disconfirmed the framework’s possible universal validity. Newtonian mechanics,

for instance, would be disconfirmed by the discovery of physical systems whose dynamical evolution

can be predicted only if we include derivatives of spatial position of higher order than the first in the

initial data. This is incompatible with the structure of Newton’s Second Law, which is inconsistent

with such initial data. Quantum field theory in its current incarnations (e.g., anything remotely

like the framework characterized by the Wightman axioms) would be disconfirmed by discovering a

violation of causality in the form of the observation of superluminal propagation of quantum stuff,

or by discovering phenomena that violate the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle. Pace Popper, if a

theoretical structure can be disconfirmed in such ways, it can be confirmed in the converse ways: the

more phenomena we discover satisfying the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, the greater credence

we should have in the soundness of the framework of quantum field theory.

A piece of reasoning that succeeds in applying theoretical apparatus, based on empirical evidence,

to the fruitful representation of the world in a way that gives one warrant to accept the theoretical

apparatus and continue to use it eo ipso provides the apparatus with confirmatory support. That

is what confirmation is. Newtonian abduction does this.
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